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Athletic Council Resolves

Recruiting Blacks Unsuccessful
Wants Written
Policy Concerning
Both Recruiting
And Enrollment
By GREGORY LALIRE
Lobo Sport• Editor

-

The Athletic Council passed a resolution last night
1d mit ti ng that the recruiting of blacks, has been
"unsuccessful" in some sports, notably baseball, at UNM
1nd that a written policy should be developed to intensify
the recruiting and enrolling of blacks in those sports.
Recruiting was one of two issues dealt with by the
Council in an open meeting ft·om 7 p.m. to 9:30p.m. and
in an executive meeting without the public present that
ran close to midnight. The other issue concerned baseball
coach Bob Leigh's cutting of Paul Shelton, :t black, before
the curt·ent season. Nothing was resolved on that issue.
The recl·uiting issUt> also centet·ed around Leigh who has
not had a black t>lay for him in his nine years as baseball
coach. 'I1tc council members were generally in agreement
that Leigh had made an effort to recruit bll~cks after
hearing him cite about eight specific cases where he tried
to do so.
Since the · fact rentained there are no blacks on the
baseball team, it was agreed the wot•d ' 4unsuccessful"
applied to Leigh's recruiting efforts. Because th<!re are
otbet· teams at UNM-wrestling, swimming, gymnastics,
tennis-without any blacks on them, the council agreed it
wasn't right to say that o11ly tht> baseball team was
"unsuccessful."
1'he Council decided that the bhtck community
(re prese n fativt>s from Afro· American Studies, black
alumni, etc.) should work with the Athletic Council and
athletic dl'partment in the devclopmt'nt of a written
policy which would intensify the t'fforts to get black
athl(ltN; at UNM.
The resolution was approved with a hand vote by all
the council members except J()(• Lang, who wanted the
word "inadequate" to be used to describe the t·ecruiting
efforts of the baseball teams and some of the other sports
here.
The resolution passed .in full:
"Whereas we conclude that the athletic program at
UNM has been an unsuccessful one in recruiting and
enrolling black student athletes in certain sports, including

.

.

(Photos by Michael Minturn)

Baseball coach Bob Leigh (top photo) had his baseball recruiting efforts termed
'unsuccessful' last night at an Athletic Council Meeting. Harold Bailey (lower right),
Paul Shelton (lower left) and other Blacks stressed to the council at this time that
Leigh has not had a Black on his squad in his nine years as coach.

,

(continued 011 page 10)

Student Court
Impounds Votes
In a special meeting Thursday afternoon the ASUNM
Student Court impounded the ballots from the General
Election.
Students concerned about the postponement of the
election from Wednesday to Thursday filed complaints with
the student court asking that the elettinn be contested.
A special hearing of the student court has been set for
2:30p.m., today upstairs in the SUB, to decide whether the
election ballots will be counted or whether a new election
must be called for. The Student Court will play a major role
in the outcome of this election.
The Attorney Geoeral thinks the possible court action in
this election could be longlasting; and two parties in
particular could be held responsible for the election delay
and damages that ensued.

"I

Election Ballots Impounded~
.

By ORLANDO MEDINA
Of the Lobo Staff
Al 5:30 p.m. yesterday afternoon the ASUNM Student Court
impounded the ballots from the Spring General Election.
B;u·bai·a Simmons, chief justice of the court, said the court was
impo11nding the ballots because, "We have received a number of
phone calls from students dissatisfied with the election
PI'OCPdure. These are now in the form of written complaints."
The court announced that they would hold a hearing today at
2:30 p.1n. upstairs in the SUB to air the complaints.
Mark Ish, a justice of the student court, said the central point
would be to "consider whether proper notice of the election had
bl'en given to the student body. We feel that it would be unfair to
the students to allow the votes to be counted at this time."
The complaints were directed chiefly at the ASUNM Elections
Committee which halted the original Wednesday election on the
advise of ASUNM President Ross Perkal.
.
The Wednesday election was stopped after a temporary
restraining order was issued by Simmons. Later that day,
President Ferrel Heady overturned the order and said the election
should continue.
At noon, the Elections Committee stopped the election and the
student court heard arguments from the plaintiffs, the Uhuru
Sasa Dance Troupe, why the election should be delayed. The
court ruled that the election should continue and the Elections
Committee scheduled the election for 'lbursrlay.
The restraining order and the impounding of the ballots are the
first in what could be continuing court action and suits.
Attorney General Phil York said Wednesday, "'!be T.R.O.
(Temporary Restraining Order) in my opinion was illegal because
it was granted to delay the election while the proper .channels for
the group to be funded or on the budget were shown.
"'!be dance group is subject to suit by ASUNM for the cost of
delaying the election. Barbara Simmons· and the group could be
held responsible."
Simmons' responsibility ues m the fact that she issued the
restraining order. At the court hearing Wednesday, Justice Ish
said the body was in session to decide whether an order should be
issued.

and said she would find some way of disciplining the Committee.
York said the Wednesday meeting of the court was illellal ..
because the dance group had gone through -the wrong- channels.
'!be court could be subject to suit.
·
Because of legal technicalities, any candidate that posted a date
of AprilS on any of their-campaign posters could be charged with
misrepresentation.
At the Wednesday court hearing, the court received an affidavit
saying Chief Justice Simmons should step down from her position
because of a conflict. The court agreed that Simmons would act
in an advisory manner but still retain voting power.

.

Thursday, Ish said the court felt that the overturning of the
restraining order by Heady was unconstitutional because the
appeal had not gone through proper channels.
'!be Wednesday meeting of the Elections Committee was
termed ''illegal" by Simmons when she appeared at the meeting

Dl!pending on the definition of the affidavit filed, the court
and its justices could have been acting in an illegal manner.
The Elections Committee are libel if they cannot show valid
grounds for stopping the election.
Today's court action may be the beginning of what Attorney
General York called, "the beginnning of long court action."

Crucial PIRG Meeting
The New Mexico
Public Interest Research
Group will hold a critical
mass meeting for
everyone interested in
organizing the final

petitioning push,
NMPIRG chairperson
Kathy Tav.lor said.
"This meeting could
be the critical point in
the drive," Taylor said.

lansAtlantic
bdh/Stuclttll Fares

Phil York
The Attorney General
said yesterday's court
action may be "the
beginning of a long series
of court battles" for
ASUNM.
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Chicano Day Attracts 300 Students
By ALBERT GONZALES
Of the Lobo Staff
"Chicano Day," a project
designed to introduce minority
students from various Northern
New Mexico and Albuquerque
high schools to UNM, was held
yesterday at the SUB ballroom.
Approximately 300 high sehool
students attended the one day
program initiated by Chicano
Studies and Project Consejo.
The agenda included
introductions from various
campus organizations and
departments. Some- of the
organizations and departments
which participated included
NCHO-National Chicano Health
Organization, Project Consejo,
ATM-a business organization

composed of minority students,
George Sandoval of Financial
Aids, Sabine Ulibarri, Chairman of
the Department of Modern and
Classical Languages, Rudolfo
Serrano of the anthropology
department, Rupert Trujillo of
the education department, and
Laura Martinez of nursing,
Also included in the agenda was
entertainment by "Bailes de
Gusto," and Stanley Gutierrez
(guitar), followed by a tour of the
campus. A film "Chicano"
concluded the agenda.
Jeannette Martinez,
Co-coordinator of Project Consejo
and an organizer of "Chicano
Day" said that the program had
been a success.
"It was great. The cooperation

from professors and different
organizations was terrific,"
Martinez said.
Pat De Baca, president of
NCHO said one of the goals was
to show high school students how
to succeed in school.
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NMSU Students Ask
Compensation From Police
By LINDSAY PATTERSON

NMSU Police Chief Sam
Jennings shoved aside the
Five student police officers at complaints, it was said in court
New Mexico State University are testimony. The junior officers
asking for $1000 in damages then took theit· complaints
apiece and want the campus outside the police department to
police department to cease and the University Equal Opp01·tunity
~ desist. unlawful discriminatory
Employment Officer.
§1, practices against both the
"Afte1· making the complaints,
~cc
university community and certain the junior officers were
threatened with the loss of theh·
- student officers.
The $1000 is for the loss of· jobs for minor ,things. They wm·e
pay, mental distress and reprimanded and harassed," said
Grodner,
harassment.
On May 10, the student officer
The junior officers, who are
also students; have taken the program was given two weeks
notice of termination. Jennings
campu~ police to the Human
Rights Commission, charging, and the NMSU president said the
them with terminating their jobs program was being cut because of
because of their complaints about lack of budget funds.
The student office1·s felt that
police department discrimination
against them and ethnic groups on this was not the true cause for
their termination because four
campus.
Michael Danoff, a practicing days after termination notices,
Albuquerque attorney and his three new traffic aids were hired
assistant Richard Grodner, a to do some of their previolls
third·year law student at UNM, duties.
An across·the·board cut of
represented the five junior
officers; two Chicanos, an Indian student employees of the NMSU
and two whites, oil behalf of the police department was not made.
Sergeant Ft·ye of the NMSU
American Civil Liberties Union.
"Reprisals were made against
them and their jobs terminated
New Mexico
because these people complained
DAILY
LOBO
about unlawful discriminatory
practices," Grodner said.
Vol. 77
No. 124
The junior membe1·s filing suit
Box 20, U niwrsity I' .0., UNl\1
complained that uniformed
Albuquerque, N.l\1. 87131
policemen in the station house
Editorial Phone (505) 277called individuals of different
4102, 277-4202
ethnic groups "niggers, wetbacks,
and dirty Indians."
'fhl' New Mexico D.uilf Lobo iH pUb·
Ji~hcd .Mondny through :Frh' ~Y every
Senior officers harassed
n~ulnr W('i:!k of the Universitr y('ar
I onghairs, and one officer
.nnd weekly dul'in~t the summer .ijeJsiori
b>' th(' Uoard of Stud(!f11;. Publications of
repeatedly uncapped his pistol
thl' Unh·crt'ttY of New Me.xico. und ht
when confronting minority
11ot flnnnt.'inUY nssot'iatcd with UN.M~
Sl'cond cln!iH Jmlttagc pahl at. Albucluer..
groups, charged the junior
ilUe, N'f.!w .Ml.'XIl'o 87131. Sub!lcriulion
officers.
rate is $7.60 for thtt uenQemir y4.•nr.
The o•linion/4 1!-Xf)rc.sl!ed on the etli·
Backup units were called in by
torinJ JliiJ!es of Thl' Dully l..obu nr('
officers giving traffic tickets to
those uf th~ nulhor ~olt'Jy, Un!~fgnell
oi,inion i!4 that of the ~ditorinl honrd
minority group members. This is
of The Daily Lobo. Nothing prinlt!d in
The DnUy Lobo nec('!ol.surlht rePresents
normally done only when the
the vic\\'tl ot tht: University of New
party involved is suspected of
Mexico.
being dangerous.
Of the Lobo Staff
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CAN YOU

Man a petition table for an hour
Help organize volunteers
Assist in any way

?
•

Come to the PIRG Office at 2026 Mesa Vista Hall,
speak to the PIRG Representative on the Mall, or
call 277-2738.
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IT'S YOUR

ORGANIZATIO~

MASS MEETING
Sunday, April 7 7:30p.m.
KIVA

tlnuutuiu <trbultt
Discot•er tlte World of /Jackpacking

1406 Eubank Blvd.• N.E.
lilllitlttlllflltltlllll$01'.... 01.ii11011HIHHMMitttHOIIH
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SIGN A PETITION I

8:00 am-10:00 am
Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-Day Saints

~ovrnQII.sM

S!•otlnml

Ralph Nader brought this campus an idea-the
idea that students can play a role in changing
society. If New Mexico Public Interest Research
Group is to succeed, it needs your help!
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Apostles & Prophe.ts
Today?
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police department testified that
she overheard Chief Jennings say
that he would ''get rid of those
student police officers if it was
the last thing he did."
Sergeant Hernandez, also of the
police force, admitted that he fcl t
thet·e was discdmination within
the department.
The law requires that
discrimination complaints must
first be taken to the Human
Rights Commission.

boots fl shoes

Several participants said that
student response to the program.
had been good. Peter Valdez, a
helper, said the program had been
informative.

De"'J I·, "e.

'

~mJbit'

"We wanted to attract them to
the health sciences and once they
got in we can help them with their
problems or refer them to
someone who can help them
succeed at the university," he
said.

KOAT-TV Channel 7
Sunday, April 7
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298-4296

5011 Menaul NE-Aibuquerque, 87110-255·7950
323 Romero NW-in Old Town-842·8152
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Study Suggests Expanded Transit System
By JEFF LEE
Of.tho Lobo Staff

In Bl'l'nalillo County, 79.2 per cent of the work
flll'<'l' driws to wot·k; at!Other 8. 7 per cent ride to
work as >tuto passt>ngers, while only 2.4 per cent
tak~· th<' bus, according to the TRW, Inc. study of
Albuquerque's ail· pollution for the Environmental
Prot eel ion Agency,
City routes have not been altered for 20 years,
the study says. It also suggests the reduction of bus
fat·es, expansion and modernization of transit
equipment, development of demand actuated
"dial·a·l'ide" service, and that special attention be
paid to neighborhoods that depend heavily on the
transit system.
·
Tht> study notes that 80 per cent matching funds
are available for the purchase of new equipment and
that the city's share can be obtained from urban
system highway funds under the 197 3 Federal
Highway Act.
Tlw average rate of auto occupancy for trips to
work in Albuquerque is 1.1 people, the report says.
If this figure could be raised to a rate of 1.33 people
pe1· car, a 5 per cent decrease in the number of miles
driven in the city each day would result.
The report suggests the promotion of carpooling
to downtown and other major employment centers,
along with a doubling in the number of bus
passengers.
The appendix to the study quotes from the
preliminary report of the Ad· Hoc Bikeway Advisory
Committ.ee. Part of that report is a survey which
shows that 92 per cent of bike owners favor
bikeways, 70 per cent of non-bike owners favor
bikeways and that 58 per cent of non-bike owners
would use safe bikeways.
The .survey also showed that heavy traffic,
discourteous drivers and intersections were the three
largest problems for bicycle riders, and that the
average bicycle commuter rides 7.2 miles to and
from work. Over 90 per cent of the commuters lived
and commuted east of I-25, primarily to UNM and
Sandia Labs it said.
The Ad-Hoc committee made some preliminary
recommendations. Its report states, "A policy
should be adopted stating that the bicycle is a viable

altemative transportation mode for Albuquerque
;~nd Bernalillo County."
It recommends:
-Changes in the subdivision ordinance to require
land to be set aside for bikeways.
-State and city bike codes.
-State legislation authorizing use of highway
funds for bikeway construction.
-Amendments to zoning ordinances to require
bike r~cks at public buildings..
-Inclusion of bicycle rights in the Dept. of Motor
Vehicle regulations.
-Bike registration and anti-theft acts.
-Construction of a bike race track, a bike trail
along the Rio Grande for recreation.
-Construction of a circle bike loop around the
metropolitan area.
-Construction of a West Mesa recreational bike
·
trail.
-Demonstration of a network of bikeways
throughout the County.
The usc of bikes, increased uses of buses,
carpooling and the reduction of non-work trips will
result in an estimated 9.6 per cent reduction in
hydrocarbon emissions, according to the TRW
study.
This reduction, plus the 17.1 per ce~t reduction
from the installation of vapor recovery equipment,
the 6.6 per cent reduction from vehicle inspection
and maintenance facili tics and the 7.5 per cent
reduction from the installation of anti-pollution
devices on cars, should offset the 3 per cent increase
in emissions from additional new vehicles and
produce the required 36 per cent reduction in
oxidant by 197 5, according to the study.
The report also says, however, that due to the
unavailability of much of the hardware before 1976,
and the insufficient time to develop all aspects of
the carpooling, transit improvement and bikeway
programs, the city will have to ask for an extension
to 1976 to meet federal air quality standards for
oxidants.
According to ~he report, the vehicle hardware
required for the Ox strategy will reduce carbon
monoxide emissions by 32.4 per cent and the
decrease in traffic from the strategy will bring about
another 8.4 per cent reduction.

This 40.8 per cen~ reduction will bring CO levels
within federal standards in all at·eas of the city
except the Winrock·Coronado shopping area and the
downtown central business district.
The CO strategy for the central business distdct is
the implementation of computerized traffic lights.
This project is already underway and is estimated to
reduce CO levels by 5 per cent.
Computerized lights are also part of the plan for
reducing CO levels in the Coronado·Winrock area,
but a detailed study of that area is needed, the
report says. The detailed study should include:
-A review of access, egress and circulation in
par king areas.
-The consideration of the closure or metering of.
1·40 ramps.
.
-The consideration of maximum preferred
treatment for bus and bicycle movements in
shopping areas.
-A review of parking availability, including the
possibility of remote parking and shuttle service.
The report estimates that traffic circulation
improvements will reduce CO levels by 17 per cent
and the computerized traffic lights will add a
further reduction of 5 per cent, which when added
to the reduction from the Ox strategy, should
reduce the Winrock·Coronado CO levels by the 61
per cent required by federal air quality standards.
The report again says that its strategy will not
bring the city's air within federal CO standards by
1975 because of the lack of required hardware and
the time needed for transportation system
development.
The TRW study stresses that its strategies for
lowering oxidant and carbon monoxide levels are
only l'paper" solutions to Albuquerque's air
pollution problem, and that they require
iml>lementation by local government, but the
study's reliance on unavailable hardware would
leave the city in an awkward position, even if it
could buy equipment.
Without the necessary hardware and without
funds, the city faces the prospect of either
drastically reducing its traffic, or living for a
minimum of two more years under air that the
federal government has had is a danger to public
health.
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Guardsmen Plead 'Not Guilty'
CLEVELAND (UPI)-Eight
former National Guardsmen
pleaded innocent before a U.S.
Magistrate Thursday to charges of
violating the civil rights of four
Kent State University students
killed by guard gunfire on May 4,
1970.
Meanwhile, the father of one of
the slain students said he would
contribute to a fund to pay for
the former guardsmen's legal
expenses.
The eight men, dressed in coats
~nd ties, appeared one by one

before U.S. Magistrate Herbert T.
Maher, solemnly answering "Not
Guilty" when asked for their plea.
Each waived his right to a reading
of the indictment.
All were released on their own
recognizance and were to appear
Friday at a pretrial hearing before
Chief U.S. District Judge Frank J.
Battisti, at which time trial dates
will be set.
Arthur Krause of Pittsburgh,
father of Allison Krause, one of
the four students killed in the
confrontation with the guard

during an antiwar demonstration
on the campus, said he knows
their legal expenses will be high.
'"Of all people, I know how
much it can cost to carry on a
legal battle with the government,"
Krause said. "As we have said
many times, we are not being

vindictive. Our battle is not
against the guardsmen whom fate
put on Blanket Hill that day. It's
against the men who sent them
there, led them, created an
atmosphere of hatred and then
blocked the truth for nearly four
years."

We like to "Dress up" a little on Weekends.
Thursday, Friday & Saturday nights
we serve full 9 course
International Dinners
on real linen table cloths.
$2.75-$3.95 complete.
So, if you're looking for
some place to bring someone
special-go old fashioned!

jfiark·s 1Jnttmatinnal Etstaurnnt
105 Stanford S.E.
Phone-268-4789
LCJN EVENNG i1ATES FOR INTERSTATE CALLS BEGIN AT 5 P.M. ON WEEK NIGHTS,

(Come over to our house tonight.)
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House Passes Student Loan Bi/13 76 to 1
WASHINGTON (UPI)-The
House approved 37 6 to 1
Thursday a bill making it easier
for students from middle income
families to get federally
guaranteed loans.
The vote came as the House
was also debating a $1.14 billion
supplemental authorization for
the Defense Department that calls
for increasing spending on
military assistance to South
Vietnam by $4 7 4 million.
The school loan bill, fashioned
in a conference committee after
the House and Senate versions
differed, allows students from
families with annual incomes of
$15,000 or below to seek

federally guaranteed loans up to
$2,000 without proving need.
The only vote against it was
cast by Rep. Eat! F. Landgrebe,
R-Ind .
Stu dents applying for loans
above $2,000-to a maximum of
$2,500-and students from
families with incomes above
$15,000 are eligible for
guaranteed loans, but they must
still prove their need.
The bill also allows local school
districts to carry over into fiscal
1975 any leftover funds from this
year.
President Nixon released
impounded school funds in
December but some districts have

yet to receive their allocations. It
was feared they would have to
spend the money before the end
of the fiscal year, but the
legislation, removes the pressure
and allows them to carry it ovel'.
Rep. Albert H. Quie, R·Minn.,
said the latter provision will
"contribute greatly to the wise
and thoughtful expenditUl'e of
funds at the local level."
Rep. John Dell en back, R-Ore.,

I

You Live, Die
And Pay Taxes
There are only two things that people must do on this
earth: one is die, and the other is pay taxes. President
Nixon tried to avoid the latter by claiming a $482,018
deduction for his donation of Vice Presidential papers
to the National Archives in July of 1969. Because of
that deduction, made after the date set by Congress
curtailing such deductions, Nixon has paid a tiny
portion of the amount of taxes he should have been
paying, and thanks to the Joint Committee on Internal
Revenue laxation, the President's delinquencies have
finally been made fully public.
It's unbelievable that the President, who is also a
corporate lawyer, could have made such a claim when
he-if not the battery of lawyers associated with
claiming the deductions-was aware of the laws
governing such deductions.
Representative Wilbur Mills, the reputed expert on
any type of taxation matter in Congress, has said that
the staff report has no actual force in making Nixon pay
the back taxes, but hoped that the President would
abide by what the committee decides. He also stated
that the tax questions could possibly hurt Nixon more
than any of the Watergate related incidents.
The possibility of impeachment is growing stronger
with every new revelation concerning the cover-ups of
the Watergate affair and the Vesco contribution. But
that will be nothing compared to the wrath of a public
who realizes that the President got around paying his
taxes. The President is still a citizen, and like everyone
else must pay Uncle Sam. Right?

..
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By ALLAN BREESE
Of the Lobo Staff

Dolores Huerta, Vice President
of the United Farm Workers, will
speak Satulday night at 7:30 in
the Anthropology lecture hall to
inform New Mexicans of the
possible threat of violence in the
California farmworker's strike this
summer.
steve Ellner, a memller of the
Albuquerque Boycott Committee,
said violence followed the strike
last summer as it moved
northward with the harvest. The
violence culminated with the
killing of two of the workers in
August.
The main reason the violence
got as bad as it did, Ellner said,
was because the farmworkers had
vet·y little police protection.
"'rhe Federal Government gave
them no protection at all, and the
state police seemed to be on the
side of the growers," he said.
''Last summer a 60-year·old
worker was beaten by Teamster
'guards" to the point where he
received a concussion. The police

Is Opposed To Petition For PIRG Funding
In the last several ASUNM elections in which the
questions of mandatory athletic and activity fees were on
the ballot, the mandatory fees were overwhelmingly
defeated. Yet, now another of the many special interest
groups that plague this campus is trying to put its greedy
hand in your pocket.
The Public Interest Research Group (PIRG) wants to
assess each student $2 to be paid with his or her tuition to
finance its witch hunts. This is extortion! Students must
contribute or risk being disenrolled. Students not wishing
to contribute will then have to gq to the PIRG to demand a
refund!
Peter G. Montague, of the PIRG, said that on other
campuses only five per cent of students have requested
refunds. But how many students would have withheld their

support if they had had the option of not contributing in
the first place?
Students who care for their individual rights and freedom
should refuse to sign the PIRG petitions requesting the $2
assessment. Better yet, students should circulate
counter-petitions demanding that the PIRG forced
contribution request be denied.
If PIRG wants to raise money, its members should put
tin cups on their tables. Then those who wish to support
PIRG can do so-those who do not wish to support or
cannot support PIRG will have the option of not
contributing. All students will be free to make up their own
mind and not have it made up for them.
John Patrick Anamosa

Disappointed With Career Services Office
Editor's Note: The following letter was sent to the
director of the Career Ser11ices Center here at UNM. A copv
was also sent to the Lobo for publication.

1 am writing this letter to express extreme dissatisfaction

and disappointment in the services of your department. I
have been registered with your service since December,
1973, have completed all requests in order to maintain a
complete file, and visited the complex frequently.
I have recently re-read in the UNM Catalog of the
supposed services you render. However, everytime I come
into your office, I either get told to return at a later date,
get stopped short of the reception desk, or get completely
ignored. I have received no help at all from your service,
and quite frankly, would be surprised if any help would be
coming my way. In fact, if I should ever happen to enter

your office again, I would be amazed to even be greeted
with a "Hello, may I help you?," which I received only
once when I practically cornered some lady on my first visit
in order to get the r:naterial needed to open a file. 1 am not
writing this letter out of anticipation f6r service, but as an
expression of disappointment.
One of my goals for employment is to be a counselor on
a collegiate level, but hope greatly that it will be in an
organization which Is more open than yours. 1 would
personally feel very much a failure if I worked in a place
with an atmosphere as evidenced in your department.
I thank you for your time in reading this letter, and I feel
I should tell you that a copy of this letter is being sent to
the LOBO in hopes that other students may read it and be
forewarned.
Philip L Hontz

intention was by gtv.ng more attention to the
election more students would make an effort to get
out and vote.
I ran not to destroy student government, but to
protest the present form of student government. I
wanted the members•of student government to see
how ridiculous they appear to the concerned
students in hopes that they would reevaluate
themselves. ASUNM has well over a quarter of a
million dollars, not to .play with, but to allocate for
student services. However, it appears to this clown
that far too ,.Jittle services are filtering down to a
majority of the students.
After following the continuing adventures of the
on·again off·again on-again off·ag!'Jin election I came
to the conclusion that not even a professional clown
can hslp. The present form of student government is
in such bad shape that I am ashamed to hav.e
compared it to the circus. At least a circus has an
organization of people who know what their
function is and how to do that function for the best
possible benefit. People sit back and enjoy a circus,
but I cannot see how anyone, including the
senators, could enjoy the antics that go on at
ASUNM. The problem seems to cross racial or
cultural barriers and lies within a few selfish
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Applicants must be members of
ASUNM. Applications may be picked
up in Jour 205 8:30 am-4:30 pm. Deadline is noon, April 5, 1974. Selections
will bE~ made April ·10, '1974.
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UNM Student Publications Board
is now accepting applications
for
New Mexico Daily Lobo Editor
Term to expire Sem 11974-75
Thunderbird Editor
Term to expire Sem II '1974-75
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••aREAT
ESCAPE••
ASUNM•s New Caffee· Hau•e
Open 7-t2 pm Fri. & Sat.

Fri. Ni1Jht:
Michel Anthany.
(master mavician)
& Cantemparey Perfarmance

Ensemble

DO the
DEAD END'!

Feels A Circus Is More Organized Than ASUNM
I have attempted in the last week to run a most
unusual campaign. I have tried to bring campus
politics. to the students. I attempted to give the
students someone to laugh at and possibly vote for.
My campaign motives, though, go deeper than that.
My campaign had three main purposes. The first was
to break the traditional campaign practices of
campaigning only in the fraternities, sororities, and
c;lormitories. My second purpose was to bring more
attention to the election so that more students
would get involved. The third motive was to protest
the present form of ASUNM in hopes that it would
be reevaluated and hopefully improved.
In the past, only three per cent of the eligible
students voted. My contention was that many of the
97 per cent that did not vote did not vote because
they had too I i mited knowledge about the
candidates to make a reasonable decision. I had
hoped that by running a student-oriented campaign,
other candidates would pull their campaigns back to
the students. Since it did not happen, it would
appear to this clown that candidates may be afraid
to meet the students in the Mall area.
I had also hoped that by giving the students a
protest candidate, more students would get involved
with the student governmental processes. My

stood by and watched the beating,
and did nothing about it."
In order to force the California
authorities to give the
farmworkers more protection
during the strike this summer, the
workers are trying to make the
whole country aware of their
problems, Ellner said.
In addition to her Saturday
night speech, Huerta will be
joining the pickets at the Safeway
store at 4th and Griegos NW
Friday at 3 p.m., and at the
Winrock Safeway Saturday, at 10
a.m. She will also be picketing at
the Safeway at Old Town Monday
at 3 p.m.
Rides will leave the Chicano
Studies building 30 minutes
before each event.

I

I 50¢ off any pizza 8I

Conserve paper-give this paper to a friend.

UFW's VP To Speak
In Anthro Hall Saturday

Papa
Ginelli's

I

critical one ..• families in the
middle incoml! range at·e often
hardest hit by the costs of
post-secondary education."

NOTICE!

~--·COUPON·--~

Isabel Foreman

'KEEP FLAPPING, EVERYONE- IT'S ALL UNDER CONTROL!'

praised passage of the bill and said
"the problem of students from
the middle income families not
geWng the loans they need was a

members. These selfish members disrupt the whole
process in the name of student interest. The purpose
seems to be for the publicity of being able to say "I
told you so" if it fai Is. But the net result is that far
too much time is consumed for petty differences
while the few good programs set by idly neglected.
There also seems to be a lack of communication
- between individual senators and ASUNM and the
student body.
I would like to make a public plea that the
members of ASU NM work as a unified body to
accomplish anything, even if it is wrong. At least it
is a step in the right direction. I would like to ask
the newly elected president not to lock himself in
his office as presidents who passed before him. I
would like to encourage the president to meet in the
Mall area during designated times at least once a
week to listen to stude.nt opinion and ideas. I would
like to see the members of ASUNM open up
channels of communication as they have never been
opened before in hopes of building a better student
government that is responsive to the needs of not
only the three per cent that vote, but of the needs
of the 97 per cent tF\at do not vote as well.
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Thoughts' Flaw
Is Over Orchestration

"HOI\IE THOUGHTS"
Clifford Ward
(Charisma/ FC 6061 )
"LOOKIN' FOR A LOVE
. AGAIN"
Dobby Womack
(United Artists/US·LA199·G)

* * *
BY DICK KELLEHER
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whole and not parts. Each song
blends with the one befor~ it and
flows into the next song.
Womack's album .is bits and
pieces put together on one 12
inch disc.
The title song, "Look in' for a
Love," was written for AM radio.
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* * *

The flip side, "Let It Hang Out,"
is the best song on the album. The
song is almost an instrumental,
but is cluttered with lyrics like
"Let it hang out baby ..• "
These two songs were
copyrighted in 1973, with the rest
of the songs on the album being
copyrighted this year.
Womack has been good in the
past, but this album must be the
worst he's ever done. It was
produced in Muscle Shoals, which
would tend to give the impression
that Womack has switched to the
Muscle Shoals sound.
Unfortunately, he has switched to
a middle·of·the·road format.
If anyone was considering this
album as an addition to their
collection, it might be better to
check out the new Andy Williams
album. The song tempos will be
close to each other, but Williams
has better musicians backing him
up.

By JEFFREY HUDSON
"The Grande Bouffee" is the
grand debauch, the•grand
opulance. It is the maxime in
gourmet treats, and in gluttony;
the total innoculation of the oral
affection and the supreme in
satiation of the senses. "The
Grande Bouffee" is the faster's
f~ntasy.

A movie that will leave you
with flatus or stomach cramps; it
will make you hungry Ol' it will
ll)ake you belch.
Remember what it was like to
watch Paul Newman stoke in
those hard boiled eggs in "Cool
Hand Luke"? Well, "The Grande
Bouffee" is like watching Paul
Newman swallow eggs for a whole
movie.
Brought to us by Allen Klein
(the same man that brought us
~'EI Topo" and the Bcatles), it is a

fine film of four men in a suicide into overflowing gullets, passing
pact, a suicide by the cookbook, a wind in gales that you can almost
gastronomical seminar to the end. smell, imbibing to the finish.
Each achieves their just reward
Pig Bath
in
this presentation of a starving
Planning to only eat the finest
they go at it like Romans in a pig artist's imagination,
This movie is pure delight for
bath.
Each of the four gentlemen the excessive compulsive.
assume their real names. Marcello
Philosophy Colloquium on Fri••
Mastroianni plays the sex-fiend,
5, at 3:30 p.m. at Hodgin 301.
airplane pilot. Philippe NoireL April
Dr. Helena Eilstein will present a paper
plays the judge, Michel Piccoli is a entitled "On What Doesn't Exist:
dancer, and Ugo Tognazzi is a Remarks on Nominalism." A
will folJow the reading of
chef. All cut a slim figure before discussion
the paper. Public is invited.
the big overload.
Women are invited to keep
The Camerata Quartet will present
Marcello happy. Also a school the Henrich Schutz Drci Biblisch~
mist1·ess shows up. 'I'he women of Szenen (Three Biblical Scenes) in
German at the 7:00 p.m. Uturgy of
ill repute soon depart after Canterbury
Chapel, 425 University
heaving up all the goodies they "N.E.
have been compelled to eat,
has a few jobs available
calling Lhe food maniacs insane forWork·study
the remainder of the Spring
for their compulsion as the food semester. 'fhesc jobs require skills,
fetish wins out over the sex drive. primarily clerical skills, including
typing. A couple of non-cl<!rical
Only the suculent school teacher positions
are also available. If
stays to help them orgy it out to interested, please chec1c at Student
the end as they go from excess, to Aids in Me sa Vista !I all for
excess, to excess, shoving food qualifications.
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ffiime Grou.p

._'We Are All Stars'~

Asks Tryouts
From UNm

By MARTIN COLBY
Of the Lob<>

St~ff

One of the biggest bummers of
the record industry is the huge
mar k·up in the finislied product
(records) compared to the actual
cost of production. The music biz
has a lot of middlemen whose
collective palms must be greased.
Probably the second biggest
bummer is the ego trips of the
''stars." Countless groups have
broken up over the issue of who
gets star billing (and who is
credited as back·up ).
Once upon a time, some people
in New York got fed up.
Everything they'd seen the music
biz touch seemed to turn to
putresence. But they still had
music in them, they still had the
skills necessary to commit it to
wax, and, most importantly, they
had the energy to realize it. And
so, in the summer of '67, they
started recording an album called
"Weltschmerzen." And in order to
keep things Jess messy, they
decided to do it more or less
anonymously. No stars, Or, as
their letterhead staw. ''WE ARE
ALL STARS." That is how tlte
People's Victory Orchestra and
Chorus (PVOC) describe
themselves. They compose,
record, manufacture, and
distl'ibute their music without the
help of any record company
execs.
Schmaltz
Their music is rather hard to
describe as each song is often
completely different in style from
the one preceding it. Despite their"
pseudo·Marxist name, their
repertoire is not limited to protest
ballads. PVOC's music seems to
~lude any specific catego~1::.._ Th~

The fastest way to become a
millionaire in the United States
these days is to become a
rock'n'roll star. There are at least
50 rock superstars who will be
earning between $2 and $6
million this year, reports Forbes
Magazine, the business weekly.

Bring your favorite records and
munchies and meet some foOts.

-
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.PVOC Byposs ffiiddlemen

much Rock$$

The UNM Gay Peoples Union is
sponsoring a gathering Cor gay folks
and their friends. Fri., April 5, 7:30
J>.m. at the UNM International Center.
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"THE GRANDE BOUFFEE"
Starring Marcello Mastroianni
(Don Pancho's/$1.50
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'The Gronde Bouffee' is Grond Debouch
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Four Suicidal Stuffers
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With the vinyl shortage, record
companies are cutting down on
the new artists that should be
given a chance. This is an injustice
to many unheard musicians.
Clifford T. Ward· has produced a
fine album that proves new artists
can make it.
On the othe1· hand, Bobby
Womaclt, who has been a1·ouncl
the music business since the
Rolling Stones did a song of his
on their "12 x 5" album, deserves
to be listened to before he is given
anothel' · chance to record an
album.

The biggest flaw that can be
found on Ward's first album,
"Home Thoughts," is that it is
overly orchestrated. Ward has a
fine voice, and writes songs to
complement it.
At times Ward can be mistaken
for Paul Simon, and on "The
Dubious Ch·cus Company" he
sounds like Ringo and Nilsson
redoing "Sgt. Pepper's."
"The Open University," on the
second side of the album, is
~eminiscent of the Fleetwoods'
1960 song, "Come Softly to Me."
The one song that would have
been great, except for the overuse
of a flute and other wind
instruments, is "Where Would
That Lead Me." Ward has almost
perfected an imitation of Ray
Davies' guitar style a11d voice. This
song can't be called the best song
on the album; the album is a

.

1:'-

style of "Weltschmerzen," their
first album, was described in the
Village Voice as "stream·of..
consciousness electro·symphonic
folk·rock with a hint of
turn·of·the·century schmaltz, plus
a few tin cans and miscellaneous
whistles thrown in amongst a
careful cacophony of instruments
me I ding perfectly with voices,
singing along or in triumphantly
eerie chorus, a grinder m·gan,
bells, gongs, scratches, scrapes,
sirens, birdsongs, the ocean's roar,

~
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CRAFTS
Show with

AMERICAN FAIRS
at
CORONADO
CENTER
MAY 15·18
All crafts people must work
their crafts at the fair.
Fee-$11 plus 10% commission

of sales
Send fee with

Name, Address, Phune
City, Zip, Craft

TO
Michael Warfield
230 Arriba no. 8
Sunnyvale, CA 94086
(415) 961·8666
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Sporting Goods
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Master Charge-BankAtnericard

Extended Credit Terms
studenl charge accounts inviJed

New Dining Room
Now Open\.
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Frid<t~ & Sawrd:o~

11:00 a.m.-:1:00 ~r.m.
Surula)-Thur,tfa) 11:00 a.m.- I: lUI a.m.

Telephone 765·5671

If you want more time
bcfore you st:ltt a family,

EMKO Contraceptive
Foam is a be:tutiful way to
help you say u•hml You
may have many reasons
to wait ••• but only one
reason to start your f;lmily.
You arc ready and you
want to.
In the meantime, there
is EMKO Fo;1m. You can
apply it in advance ... in a
matter of seconds ••• so
there's no into::rruption to
mar the mood. So natural
feeling it won't affect the
sensation or pk·asure for
either of you.
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Reasonable Prices

GIVE HER A KISS

~MenauiNE

the two
of you
tor now

Hours
Mon-Sat 9:30-6

Ricetable-· (for 2 or more-Reservation)

g[}iebJ~utJwin .

A film Bette Midler did in
Detroit, before fame got her, is
being released this month. Called
''The Divine Mr. J," it's described
as a religious satire" in which
Bette plays the Bles&ed Virgin
Mary ...
-{I'Om ROLLING STONE'S
"Random Notes"

The Bike Shop, Inc.
823 Yale S.E.
842-9100

Featuring
Indonesian and European Cuisine
Large Variation of Sandwiches
Uitsmyters
Tortas
Heroes, etc.
Excellent Soups & Salads

(Be sure it is sterling}
$18.50

8. V. ffildler •••

And introducing the TAKARAJapan's finest cycle.

1031 San Mateo S.E.

Becoming a physician is a tremendous
satisfaction.
Let us give you the job satisfaction
that should go with it.

r ------------,I

UNM students arc invited to
audition for roles in Moliere's
"Tite Imaginary Invalid," which
will be the featured play in this
year's third annual Commedia
dell' Arte tour of The Mime
Experiment.
Director Carole Gorney will be
c;~sting five men and three women
for speaking parts. The show will
open May 19 in Albuquerque
unde1· the sponss>l'ship of the City
Pa1·ks and Recreation Department.
Several perfol'mances also will be
given in other communities on the
weekends through a grant from
the N.M. Arts Commission.
Actors performing out of town
will be given an expense
allowance.
Sunday's auditions will be held
at The Mime Experiment School

The handmade bicycle from France

Lightweight Equipment
Specialists Since 196 7

--·

the Air Force does not. He finds hisofficeestablished
for him. Supplies and equipment readily available.
He has man)' options available to him when treating
patients. For example, he can consu It with Air Force
specialisiS, He also has referral to other Air Force
facilities via aeromedical evacuation. Last, but not
leas!, arc the satisfaclions that ccme with havil1g
the opportunity for regular follow-ups, and a missed
appointment rate that is practically nil.
Whether you arc already a physician, or soon to
become one, you might find it extremely interesting
to find out what the Air Force has to offer. We think
it could be a real eye-opencr.lfyou'Ilmailin thccou.
pon, we'd be happy to send you detailed information.

at 616 Indian School NW (next to
Old Town Studio on the freeway
frontage road).
·

~~§?BICYCLES

TRAIL HAUS

. ·--.-.::·.·>

Whether you're still in medical school with the
rigors of three to five years of graduate medical education still to be faced, or arc already a practicing
physician, i~s our opinion that the Air Force can
offer both professional and personal Salisfaction
hard 10 duplicate in civilian life.
An overstatement? Not if you consider the
specifics.
Take lhe problem of graduate medical educa·
tion. l~s a period of your life the Air Force can make
considerably easier with comfortable salary and Jiv.
ing conditions.
Creature comforts aside, the Air Force offers
professional advantages. Besides receiving training
in your own specialty, you'd be in conlact with
physicians in all of the medical speciahies. You'll
function in an environment which is intellectually
stimulating and professionally challenging.
Not all physicians pursue post residency fellow.
ships. BUI if you are interested, the Air Force con•
ducts them both ih·house and ~!civilian institutions.
The physician already in practice can look for·
ward to olher things. If you want training in the
practice of the medicine of the future, you'll find it
in the Air Force. For example, there's emphasis Oil
group medicine and preventive medicine, and the
growing specialty of "family physician." WhaleVer
your interest, there arc few speciahies which arc not
being practiced in loday's Air Force.
The physician starting his praclicc in civilian
life has to take into account the cost of setting up ail
office. The physician commencing his practice in
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Spring into Summer!

Sleeping Bags
Tents-Boots
Backpacks- Ruck-Sacs

Work
Wond•r• 1
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and anything else that combines
to fo1·m a melancholy memory
jolt evoking Yoko Ono, John
Philip l:lousa, the Mot1te1·s, the
Hari Krishnas, a church choir, and
anything else that comes to mind
while fl·ee·associating." I guess
that means they're hard to
describe.
PVOC's second album, "The
School," is more of a rock album .
Department 'from the Sidel/Side
2 mentality, one side is the girl's
side and the other is the Boy's.
The lyrics are original and the
songs deal with eve1·yday
hassles-not those of multi·million
dollar recot·d stars,
"We ltschmerzen" and "Tite
School" cost $4 apiece (or $7 for
both) and may be ordered fi'Om
The People's Music Works/220·1
Hempstead Avenue/Queens
Village, N.Y. 11429.

~

Recommended by physicians ••. but so safe and
simple to usc you can buy
it at your drug department
without a prescription.
F.MKO, with the •1/!f/icr~tor that h
lillie of Ill<',
PRE-I'II., ll'ith the af!Piitator that
i1 prc.jillo~ble 11p to a trrek in

ji/lttl at

adt•atue.

(j~~~'

.
tv ptle13•)
VCoNTRACEPTIVE
VAGINAL FOAM

/6'00 Central SE
T~t
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Council Calls for Written Policy
.

w~ mon• that within the next fo\lr weeks the
Dil·t•ctot•, in collaboration with the Athletic
COluwil •tncl appropl'iate representatives from the black
community, ci<'\'Plop a wt·itten policy of affirmative action
with rpspect to recruiting and em·olling black student
alhlt•tes for these teams."
At tht' open meeting, attended by about 50 people (the
majol'ity blacks) Leigh defended his position after Harold
Bailey, assistant directot• of Afro-American Studies and
prime movet• in the boycott, read an opening statement,
Th<> statement questioned whether Shelton had been given
''an equ:~l oppot·tunity" to make the team and whether he
was "given a !'air and just evaluation of his capabilities as a
baseball player,"
L~>igh defended himself with a letter from Arizona
baseball coach Jerry Kindall (dated March 28) in which
Kindall said Shelton did not h;we the abilities to be a
"WAC calibre player." He also cited an evaluation in
which both the players and he rated Shelton at the
bottom of the .squad in abiHty, .Assistant Sports
ltlformation Director Don McGuire read from a survey of
WAC and other baseball teams in the area in defense of
Leigh. The survey showed how rare the black athete is on
the college level in this area.
Leigh said that most outstanding black high school
baseballet·s signed pro contracts. Bailey retorted that
Leigh hadn't even gotten the ''second·rate" black player,
the ones who could at least make the Lobo bench, The
Coach replied that there simply aren't many blacks falling
in that category available, either. He brought out a limited
budget ($25,000) and a limited number of full
scholarships (12) as handicaps in trying to bring black
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Leigh said. "But I don't think that's my duty."
Bailey pointed out that Shelton had been given only ~
one inning of playing time in the outfield during "')<!~·
I>
scrimmages before being dropped from the team. Leigh 0
noted that Shelton batted in all the scrimmages and that l:l
he could better judge his defensive talents in practice.
In the executive meeting, which Harold Bailey, Charles ~
Becknell (Director of Afro· American Studies), Leigh, and
the press attended along with the athletic council, the
council members unanimously agreed that the blacks .o
>
didn't have a case against Leigh.
ll
Cy Nanniga, a council member, proposed a resolution ::.:
in which the council would go on record as supporting P'
Leigh completely and exonerating him from all the ....
<C
_.,
charges made against him. No council member seconded ,;..
the motion and it died. It was felt, particularly by Joe
Lang, that the council couldn't flatly support the athletic
department and not make any proposals to ease issues
"the blacks obviously feel strongly about."
Leigh repeated an offer hll had made earlier that a
re·evaluation of Shelton by an outside source be made.
Bailey, who rejected the offer before, was willing to have
Shelton work out with the team the rest of this season
and then be given an opportunity to try out next fall.
The Council could not agree on the best way to re-test
Shelton's abilities (or even if it could be done) or on
whether the testing should be done now or ne11t fall. Lang
said the tension was too great and a delay would be too
harmful to the athletes, UNM recruiting, and UNM's
national image for there to be a delay.
The Shelton situation will be taken up again by the
Council at 3 p.m. Monday.

IJ;~s.•hall,
~tthll'tic
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BASEBALL; The Lobo
base bailers open WAC southern
-§ division play with a 17·11 record
.... and a five· game losing streak
Arizona, which is 40·2 and
;; against
has won 16 games in a row,
t:l
Three games will be played
..,0 between the two teams at the
-~
:< Albuquerque Sports Stadium. 'The
::E first contest is 7 p.m. tonight with
the final two games being played
~ Saturday in a day-night (1 p.m.
z and 7 p.m.) doubleheader.
........ Thirty-six of Arizona's wins
g', have been at home, but the
~ Wildcats are only human on the
road with a 4·2 record away from
Tucson. Arizona is hitting .355 as
a team, but the key to the club is
its pitching. The team has a 1.31
ERA and the Lobos will have to
contend with the Arizona big
three of Dave Breuker (9·0, 1.58),
Mark Schimpf (8·0, 1.51 ), and
Joel Godfrey (6·1, 1.36).
The Lobos' starters will be
Doug Johnson (2·1, 2.27 ), on
Friday, lefty Kent Seaman (2-3,
3. 6 0) in the afternoon game
Saturday, and Rich Olson (3·1,
3.60) in Saturday's night game.
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by Michael Minturn

Pau I Shelton (left) and assistant director of
Afro-American Studies Harold Bailey confer at last
night's meeting of the Athletic Council.
base ball players,
"If it is my duty to go out and get baseball players half
black and half white, with half the whites being Chicano
and the other half being Anglo, I probably could do it,"

Lobo Prey: 3 Teams At Home
UNM has one .400 hitter in Mike
Pettenuzzo (.422) while the
Wildcat's three-four-and five men
in the order are all hitting over
,420.
TRACK: Air Force Academy
and Northern Arizona are at

..

(Photo by Howard Pace)

Bryant's Song: Brad Bryant,
who golf coach Dick McGuire
says "may be the best
freshman ever" at UNM, is
one of six Lobo golfers in the
Fresno State Invite today.

Baseball
Standings
WAC Southern Division

w

A liz.

40
18
25
17

UTEP
ASU
UNM

L

2
8

13
11

Pet.
.952
.692
.657
.607

WAC Northern Division

w

.8
10
5

BYU
Wyo.

csu

a

Utah

L

9

13
8
10

Pet.
.470
.434
.384
.230

WAC southern division play begins
today; northern division play begins
Aprlll2.
WAC games this week:
Friday, April 5-Ariz. at UNM, ASU at
UTEP; Saturday, April 6-Arlz. at
UNM (db), ASU at UTEP (d h).

r"'"'s'i~'dy·~ Spain

i UNM Credit (3-9 hrs)

I

June 17-July 25

T~e

~niversity. of

Ne"
1Me111Co IS sponsonng a sum·
1mer session in Madrid, Spai~
:this summer.
I Courses offPred are Iberian
iH istory to 1700, Spanish Civili·

ization. History of Spanis~,
$Overseas
Expansion, Ad·
jvanced Composition am
!Conversation, Undergraduat(
~Readings, and Graduate Prou
1rems.
is grante<
1 A preference
UNM Students but any stu·l
dent may apply. AppHcan11
must know Spanish. Normally
four sE'mE'sters of college levE'i
Spani~h or nativeability art'!
considNE'ci neces~ary for sue]
CE'S~ful participation.
:
A sugge~tE'd tot aI budget ot;
SHXXJ includPs $115 tuition!
plu~ 1rawl, room and board.!
fh<• figurE• will vary with in&!
vidual f1rPfN£•nrt•s in transpm-1
tat ion. lodging, PIC
i

I
..
~

•
•

I
I

,,~,

Interested persons shoUidi
contact the office of lnterna·
tional Programs and Services
on ramnu~ at 1717 Roma NE.
ttiHIIIIIIeiiiiii.HtH

all·time homerun record Thursday the inner fence of the ball park catcher Johnny Bench.
when he hit the 714th homerun slightly to the left of the 375-foot
Since the ball was not hit into
of his career in the first inning or marker, came with such startling the stands but t•ather over a wall,
the National Leab'UC opener suddenness that it caught the i t was r e t r i eve cl by a
between the Atlanta Braves and crowd of more than 51,000, groundskeeper, who gave it to
Cincinnati Reds at capacity including Vice President Gerald second base umpire Tom
packed Riverfront Stadium.
Ford, by surprise.
McSherry.
Aaron's record-tying blow came
When the impact of what had
The umpire trotted all the way
on a 3 and 1 pitch off Reds' happened hit them, the crowd in and handed it to Aaron, who
right-hander Jack Billingham and stood up and gave the Braves' came out of the Braves' dugout to
Jack rabbited the Braves into a 4Q.year·olcl superstar a rousing accept it amid "ven greater cheers.
3·0 lead. Cincinnati went on to ovation. All the Braves' players
Then an unusual thing
win 7·6 in 11 innings.
came running from th" dugout to happened at Riverfront Stadium,
The homerun, which cleared greet and congratulate .Aaron as unusual in the sense that Major
he crossed home plate.
League games rarely are hal ted for
Aaron's dramatic blow came at any length of time so that
2:40 p.m. EDT, only ten minutes speeches and nresentations could
after Ford had made the be made.
The UNM Gamma Beta sorority ceremonial opening toss to Reds'
Vice President Ford, ushered
along with four Albuquerque
sports car clubs will sponsor a
charity autocross Sunday on the
University Field parking lot.
Nothing cornier than a
All proceeds from the seventh
annual "vent go to Multiple
Sclerosis. $400 worth of trophies
will be given away to the winners
in the various classes.
The four clubs competingPorsche Club of America, Sports
Car Club of America, New Mexico
Open late nights!
Corvette Assn. and the
Albuquerque Sports Car
Sun-Thurs till 1 :00 am
Club-will hold registration at 9
Fri & Sat till 3:00am
a.m. and the first car will run at
4201 Central NE
11 a.m.

Findings
Rocks

Authentic Indian
Handmade Jewelry

Pottery
Baskets
Rugs

Zuni & Navajo

ZUNI QUE
324

87104
PHONE 765-1714

SAN FELIPE, N.W. ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO

OLD TOWN PLAZA

POPEJOY HALL

... -

Kf THI\ UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO

present
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Save $70°0
().!) PIONEEn

Buy this

LUIS RIVERA

cassette tape deck

with

I

SPANISH DANCE COMPANY

l

MARTA CASTILLO

DOLBY NOIS'€
S'U PPRES'S'OR

Carn Dav!

I

,..
MORAIMA MUNOZ

·I

and over a dozen other features

Only $1H'5

WITHStNGER

I
.IJ
I·

6D PIONEER"

DOMINGO ALVARADO

FEATURING THE RENOWNED FLAMENCO GUITARIST

~~

EMILIO PRADOS

~I

.~·,,

~I

,,
:;
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DKIES

"VIRTUOSITY"
Artr'l:i Krssetgotf. Hew Yotlt Trmi!S:

CT-4141 STEREO
CASSETTE TAPE DECK

• 4-trac'k, 2-channel • ON/OFF
Dolby switch • Automatic tape
end shutoff • Memory shutoff
• Pushbutton tape bias selector
for standard & chromium dlox·
ide tape • Individual record/
playback sliding level controls
• Pre-adjustment of recording
level • Simplified piano-key
type controls • Pause control
• Skip button speeds up tape
on playback • 3·dlglt tape
counter • Dual lighted record·
ing level meters • Tape running
indicator. tight • Peak indicator
light • Over level lim Iter • Front
panel microphone & headphone
inputs • Fail safe device pre·
vents accidental tape erasure
• DC brushless motor • Walnut
& brushed aluminum cabinet.

Rl:l:il:ude Fldjusl:menl: Haur

SOc
Drinks

Sandpaintings

Bryant, Jack Rice, Bob Ault, Paul
Lodge, John Klee and Greg
Goldsmith.
GYMNASTICS: Two Lobo
gymnasts (Dave Repp in
all-around, Dave Chandler in floor
exercise) are entered in the NCAA
Championships which began
yesterday and runs through
Saturday at University Park, Pa.

AND THE ASSOCIATED STUDENTS

by baseball commJsSJoner Bowie
Kuhn, left his field box behind
the Reds' dugout, walked too
home plate where Aaron met him.
He spoke briefly as did Kuhn and
Aaron. The game was delayed six
minutes.

Autocross

Mixed

WAC titles on the strength of ace
Rand Evett, 7·0 this year. Brad
Coleman, 6-2, will probably h<~.ve
the task of playing the top
Wildcat. The Lobos won't be
home ag:~in until May 7.
GOLF: The UNM golfers are in
the 54-hole Fresno State
Invitational which ends Saturday.
The six Lobos competing are Brad

The Cultural Program Committee

Aaron Ties The Babe In· Opener
CINCINNATI (UPI)·-Hank
Aaron equalled Babe Ruth's

University Stadium for a
triangular meet which gets
underway at 12:15 with the
hammer throw. The long jump is
at 1 p.m. and the steeplechase
starts the running events at 1:45
p.m.
UNM, 1·2 on the year, is
expected to have its black
tracksters competing Saturday.
Some tough individual battles
should materialize. Lobo Walter
Henderson and N AU's Sid Bailey
have both run 9.4 in the 100 and
Lobo Michael Solomon and
AFA's Mark Webster each has run
a 47.8 440 outdoors.
TENNIS: UNM's tennis team
enters its last home competition
before an extended April road
schedule this weekend, meeting
defending WAC champion
Arizona on Friday (7 p.m. at
Indoor Tennis Club) and Colorado
( 1 p.m. on UNM courts) 011
Saturday.
Arizona has won the last two

Mixed

SOc
Drinks

Quality Recorders

Minor Tune-ups-No Major Overhauls
4:30-6:00 p.m.
Monday .. friday

Since 1949
near

Girard
I
·~

&

Central

3011 l\llonte Vista NE

"BRILL1ANT"

j
•

Wafter Tt:rry, Sllutdiy Rewie•

I

•ANOTHER STAR •••
ANOTHER STATISTIC
IN DANCE HISTORY"
4

1·
1
1

;.

I

Greer John!OOrt, Cue M'agulmt

i
I
l

!

Tired of J.laying checking service fees! Just bring a
UNM I.D. to Citizens Bank and receive a FREE
checking account. We're located on Candelaria, a
few blocks east of University Blvd .. We also have
Free Bank by Mail. Why pay for something you
can get free?

CITIZENS
BANK
OF ALBUGUERGUE

cb

:1901 Candelaria, NE
Telephone 298-8777
2500 Louisiana, NE/1213 San Pedro, NE

Saturday, April 13, 1974
Tickets 5.00, 4.50, 4.00, 3.50, 3.00
UNM Students Y2 price

Telephone 2 77-3121

ADVERTISING

Hat<'': I,,_. l'l'r \\'llr<l P<'r <IO\' wlth
~ 1., 1" ,.,.,. .In~· rninilnlllll <'lulrg-,•,' (lr Ill'
l'•·r 11 ,q·,f 1'<'1' day with a lllh• ll<'r lin\'
rnilrillllll\1 •' 11arg-·,, foJ• nds puhlislwd til·~·

« "l'iOI' to insl'rtion of nclvcrtisement.

~1!'

n~1H'l' l'll'l:;.,,~·uth·l,

dny$.
h" mn1IC> in full

PEH~O:\ALS

2I

WHITF.RS N~:tm~:P: New Me:o~ieo Daily
Lubo. Apply in per~on nt thl' Lobo, room
lol' of Stluter\t Publil.'at11:ms,
PRECiNANT- AND NEED ... HELP? You
ha\'e frhmds who C!'re at Uirthright.
247-!11:11\f,

--~-

WII.DEHNl·:~s

I~XPEHIJo:NCES
FOR
roung- !'('(llllo:>, Rnekpnekinf!, sur\'i\'n),
trn\'<!1, cord. \'\'rite or call Jim Stewart,
r.z:: I.onm Hl'rmo~n NW, Albnouerou11,
N!\1. :;;u15, Phone 247-~2:i5, Slide show
of wild~·rnt•~~> trip~ from Canada to the
Grar11l Can~·on. Come and meet us and
find out nbout our J)rogrnm. Thursday,
April 11. i:3ll PM, Unitarian Church,
__:~.!01 Cnrli>'l~· NE.
.4/.!1
HA \'E YOU si~ned the PIRG J)etition?
It mn~· lw the mo:Jt importnnt thing you
1lo n:~ n ..student...._ ...
4/12
INf'ORI\IA'l'ION AROUT MILLER's "picem-up" recycling cont(!St, Contact Rick
Ul•ll. 211$-0!160.
4/9
--··
~
CASH f'OR GOOD LOOKING FEMALE
dothing e;;pcciaiJy polyester slacks an1l
lll'nims. .The Hog Shoppc,
268-2823. 4/9
.
GARAGE SALE this Saturday, 313 Columbin SE. Records, books and other junk.
~nm. until we're tired, - - - - - 4/~6
CHAPARRAL ~R\"OUTS Cchcerleaders,
Jlompom girls) Mandatory meeting
418/74, Johnson Gym, Room 164, 7:00
pm.
4/8/74
NEW MEXICO PUBLIC INTEREST Resenrch Group is now organizing on camJilL.~. You can play a vital role, For additional information, sec our table in the
SUB or come by our office: 2026 Mesa
Vlstn J;Inll.
4/6
VERY FEW PEOPLE can listen without
talking, M08t people can talk without
listening. It is very rare that people can
talk and listen. We try. Call AGORA.
4(~
277-3013.
WHY GO TO COOK'S and pay more? We
have Tennis C()Uipment, Paddle ball stuff
and other sporting goods-always on
special. THE BIKE SHOP, 823 Yale SE.
tfn
842·9100.
·
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LOST & FOUND

LOST: TWO-YEAR BLACK GERMAN
Shepard, ncar fair grounds. Reword. 2685885.
4/10
LOST: 3/!JO HUSKY Cross female puppy,
tan-gray curly tall, UNM area. 266·5109,
4/10
LOST: CHILDREN'S GLASSES. Vicinity
Lomas & VaEsar, need badly, PlciUie. 281·
3650.
4/9
FOUND: Lady's ring. In front of .JohnRon
Gym on 8/29. Call 268-5998. ask for
....,Eavid «!rubbs. TdentiCy and claim. 4/8
LOST BETWEEN CamPus and Silver:
Chil':l's pink sweater. swimsuit armband!!.
4/8
255·6289.
FOUND: ONE EARRING for pierced ears
at Yale & Cornell. Identify and claim in
Journnli~m Room 205,
FOUND: Coin purse containing keye and
money at Stanford & Sliver. Identity &
cJaam. rm 20& Journallam.

J(mt•nnlism Buihlin~, l~oom 205,
or b11 mail
ClassifiC>d Advcrtisim~
UNM P.O. Box 20
1\lbli<Jlleroue, N,M, 87131

LOST & FOUND

'cR.A Y /WHITE-lo_n_g_h-ai-r-ed-. Jnale

LOST:
_eat in

:11

Uni~e_rsity

area, 255-4848.

4/9

SERVICES

J.l!.GAL SERVICES. UNM Law School
Clinical Program offers legal services
10r students and staff. Furnished by
.1ualifted law students under faculty su•
pervision. Availability limited to those
whose assets and income do not e!leeed
.,stablished guidelines. 50¢ registration
fee. Call 277-2!113 or 277·3604 for In·
formation and appointments, Sponsored
by Associated Students of UNM,
tfn
TYPING DONE FAST - IBM Select;lc
$,60 per page. 8!17-0990,
4/5
HYPNOSIS: A l!Cifmtiflc mental technique
for study-improvement, conflden~e. and
control. For a free informative brochure
write cr call: Center for Hypnosis,
Lomas Medical Office Plaza, Suite 210,
10701 Lomas N.E., Albuquerque, N.M.
2~~~~~2-0370.
4/8
HAVE YOU BEEN OVERCHARGED?
Gotten an inferior product? or bad service? or having trouble with your land·
lord? If BO, call CONSUMER AFFAIRS
at 277-6605 or come into room 248 in the
SUB between 12:30-4:30. We can help
you ! Research and Consumer Affairs.
4/23
1111AGES-PORTRAIT, PASSPORT, ap·
plication photographs. Close. nulck, sane.
2312-A Central SE. Behind Dutterftelds.
266-9957.
15/8
HAUL your Junk quick. Any load, any road.
Call Seth anytime, 281·5862.
4/2
PASSPORT, IDENTIFICATION pho~
Lowest prices In town, faat, pleaalne.
1\iear UNM. Call 265-2444 or come to
1717 Girard N.E.

1-1

FOR RENT

DUPLEX FOR RENT. May 20 thru Aug.
ust 20, Mile from campus. Yard, garage,
laundry facili~~~66-1229,
4/12
STARVING GORILLA for rent. Friendly,
affectionate, excellent advertiser, call
268·1507.
4/8
DELUXE TWO .BEDROOM security bldg.
Laundry, patio, BBQs, 4 blocks from
UNM. The Zodiac, 419 Vassar SE, 256·
6780 or 268-3619.
4/8
ONE, TWO, & THREE room efficiencies
furnished. Near downtown & UNM. 242·
7814.
4/S
BO~QUE PLAZA APARTMENTS. Adobe
Style-t & 2 Dds. Furn. & Unfurn.Utllltles included. Pool, gas barbeque,
large balconies, sauna, ref. air, 10 min.
from UNM. Waterbeda permitted. From
$150.00, 8201 Marquette NE-266-6071.
Studentll & profCSI!OI'II welcome I II
LEAD &: ASH SE, Lucaya House Apart.
mentB. Full· !II!CUrity, all utilities paid,
emciency, 1125/mo. l·bdnn 1168/mo.
2-bdrm 1186/mo. Call Jim at 843-7632
or 265·9593.
tfn
BEST APT. VALUF..-Columbian West 1
block to UNM. Luxury apts., swimm{ng
pool, recrl'atlon room, refrigerated air,
full fll'curlty, 209 Columbia. call 268·
8!134, 268·1006.
4/10

51 FOH SALE
MARE, 4 yrs fl'reenbroke bred for cutting,
~cod-looking. Linda, 344-9071.
4/10
3-SPEED WOMAN'S BICYCLE. Thorn:
. proo!,. tir~s, $45. Marijo, 266-1247, 4/5
PAIR OF BOSE 501 Speakers. Excellent
condition. 265-7198 after 8 pm.
4/10
BRONICA S-2 withSO~~ and 50m;;;,
NIKOR lens. Call 268-6229.
4/10
ADVENT DOLDY SYSTEM, large sierra
desiiJ:ns backpack, aiwa porta'ble cassette,
AM-FM rndio, gold pocket watch, also
fm cu_~ter~.!_e~. P~~Y·-~~~:8~~· ~6
HJ65 VW BUG, $450, 268-3689 before 10
~r after 7 ;30 pm,
4/9
'67 OLDS CUTLASS, around $800. Rebuilt
2-speed automatic transmission, new
tire.~. battery. Air conditioning. Engine
330 c.i. Must leave. Very good. Frank,
-~~~7.2_~7.
4/9
MUST SELL: '67 Dodge Cornonet, 383
engin~Hurst shift-$250. Call quickly,
897-0136.
4/9
CLOTHING FROM 1900-1940, Antique
quilts, furniture, photographico, The Silver Sunbeam Antiques. 3409 Central NE.
4/16
TURQUOISE & DIAMONDS set in gold.
Unusual engagement and wedding rings.
Char)y Romero. 268-3896.
6/3
BICYCLES, BICYCLES. 3, 5 & 10 speeds,
from $79.95. Stop by & look at our new
Japanese Takaras. THE BIKE SHOP,
823 \"ale SE, 842-9100.
tfn
LIE'l'Z 50mm f/2.8 collapsible elmar. UV
fllter & shade. 256-2400.
/6
1!173 4-wheel drive GMC Jimmy skid plates.
heavy duty suspension, 4-speed power
disc brakes, $3950 or best offer. 766-5249.
4/11

A National Science Foundation
grant of $34,700 has been
approved for Dr. Frank A. Logan,
chairman of the UNM Department
of Psychology, it was announced
today from the office of U.S. Sen.
Pete V. Domenici.
Titled "Conditions of
Recruiters from the UNM School of
Medicine will be at Rm. 253 of the
SUB on Mon., April 8 and Tues., April
9 from 1·4 p.m. They will be recruiting
Chicano, Indian and Black applicants,
from New Mexico, to the UNM School
of Medicine. Information on
pre-medical couue requirements,
application procedures and deadlines,
financial assistance and curriculum will
be available.

6I

E~'IPLOYMENT

NEED RELIABLE GIRL FRIDAY, babysitter. Must have car. weekdays 11 am.5 pm. $1.76 pr. hr. 268-2823.
4/9
NEED RES PONS IDLE- BABYSITTER
eves and weekends, salary or free one
bedroom apt. in SE. Must have phone, no
chi!dren,. no pet.<!. 26l}:2823.
4/9
ARMY RESERVE earns average $60
monthly. One weekend monthly, two
weeks summer. Men and women. For
info, call 293-2123.
4/8

71

MISCELLANEOUS

THUNDERBIRD MAGAZINE Ia taking
~ubmlsslons for the next iaaue. Bring
them to room 205 Journallem.
FREE TO GOOD HOME, part malamute,
male dog, 268-~194.
4/10
FREE-One black. and white female 9months-old cat. Has all shots. lovable.
242·9010.
4/8
WANTED: Wire wheel type, bub caps for
'66 Olds. Call 298·0148.
4/9
GOATHEADS GOTCHA DOWN? Thom·
proof tubes, $6.00 pair. Installed thru
April. THE DIKE SHOP, 823 Yale SE.
tfn
842·9100.

il

Ouild

theatre

3405 CENTRAL NE, 865•0220

Islamic Society Discussion
Mceting-re.adings from the basic .
sources of Islam such as Ali Quran and
AI'Sunnah will be followed by their
interpretations and applications in life.
The first meeting will be at Dr. M.
Sbafi's house at 1 p.m. on Sun., April
7, 19•.AU Moslems and other interested
people welcome. More information call
247-9643.
Sri Chirmoy will talk on the
experience of meditation in the daily
life of an Indian master living in
America. Fri., April 5, at 7:30 in the "
SUB, Rm. 231C·E,

Hundreds ot
American students
olaced In
REC06NIZEO
OVERSEAS

A film by MARCO FERRERI· Produced by JEAN PIERRE RASSAM

for the session startine July. 1974,
Euromed Will assist qualified Amer·
ican students in aainin& admission
to reco&nized overseas medical
schools.
And that's just the lleainnint.

@ ..,.,.._. ot-.rro

Since the language bamer conshtules
the preponderate drfrlcutty 1n succeed·

ALLEN KLEIN presents

THE GRANDE

ing iillt iii fote11r1 sehoor. the Euromed
program al$0 includes an Intensive
12·16 week medical and eonversa·
tiona! languaae course, mandatory for

9:15

Harwood 1 15-· 2.87
Bourbon Delux 1/5-2.99
7 Crown 1 /5-3.79
Cuervo Tequila 1 /5-4.79
1 00 Pipers 1/5-4.99

II
!
i

all students. Five hours dail)', 5 days
per week (12•16 weeksl the course is
given in the coolltry where the student
will attend medical school,
In additron, Euromed provides stu·
dents with a 12·16 week intensive tUI·
tural orientation program, with Amer·
lean students now studying med1tme
in that partieular country serv•nr as

counselors.
Senior or &ralfll:ilte students curtentlr
enroUe&t in an American university •re
eli&ible to participate '" the furomed
pro&ram.

For application and tutther
information. pnone toll f;ee:

(800) E45-1234
in New York State phone

We will meet or beat
all advertised
Liquor Prices!
Open Daily 8:00

am~1

0:00pm
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There will be a meeting of the UNM
Classical Guitar Assoc. on Mon,, April
8 in Rm. 253 of the SUB, All members
are urged to attend.

MEDICAL SCHOOLS

Yago Sangria 1 I 5-1.49
Mateus 1 I 5-2.40
Spanada 1/2 Gal. -1 .82
Almaden Mtn. 1/5-1.15
Gallo Mtn. Red Gal.-2.99
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1974 Summer Session in Madrid
Spain from June 17 to July 25. FuJi
time qualified students will be given
preference for admission to the
program. Normally, four semesters of
college level Spanish arc considered
necessary for successful participation.
Interested students should make
inquiries at the Office of International
Programs and Services, campus. A
deposit of $50 is required upon
approval.

Yard sale this weekend, April 6 and
7, 10 a.m.-4 p.m. 323 Cornell S.E.
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MICHEL
PICCOLI

905 Vale S.E
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-Foster Hirsch, in the New York Times

QuARTERS DISCOUNT LIQUORS
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that tickles us with memories ol l'elllnl
and Resnals and Bunuel, ol Antonlonl
and Bergman. It out•tangoes
'Last Tango In Paris' and almost
gives the devilish Mlu Jones
a run lor her money."
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through Euromed 1
· Now tor the first lime almovie captures
the human drama of the Olympics.
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Reinforcement," the g1·ant is a
continuing one involving resem·ch
on rats and their learning
processes.
Begun in 1950, Logan's
research has led to principles that
have practical human
implications, particularly in
teaching methods.

Grande
Boulle
llberadngl)' Iunny, hilarious movie

UGO
TOGNAZZI

~
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Logan Receives $34,700 Grant

FOR RENT

THE CITADEL, efficiency and one bed.
room, reasonable renta from $130. mod
furnishings and shag carpeting, deluxe
electrJq kltct1en, swimming pool, recrea·
tion room, card room, pool table, security guards, walking distance to UNM,
. 1520 Univ.ersi~-~E, 243,:-249~·-__ 4/12
THREE·DDUM house for rent, furnished.
Ne1.1r downtown & UNM. 242-7814. 4/5

(516) 746·2380

or write,

Euromed,
Ltd.
country
170 Old

Road

Mineola. N.Y 11501
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